



























Attention Distribution of Perception and Meaning Processing in Japanese Learners’
Listening Comprehension: An Empirical Study Based on the Dual-Task Approach
Jingyi Li, Xuanxiu Mao, Chang Xu and Daichi Yanamoto1
Abstract: This study explores how Chinese learners of Japanese allocate resources for 
perception and processing of language information in listening comprehension considering 
attention distribution. The learners’ information-processing mechanism is analyzed in the 
process of listening comprehension. Speciﬁ cally, this study controls the individual diﬀ erentiators 
of working memory capacity and adopts the approach of dual-task features by simultaneously 
performing the semantic decision and noise detection tasks for auditory inputs in the 
experiment. The results show that regardless of the capacity of working memory in the noise 
detection task, the correct response rate for conditions following the “phrase” was higher than 
that of conditions within the “phrase.” However, the correct response rate of conditions within 
the “phrase” in the semantic decision task was higher than that of conditions following the 
“phrase”. The above ﬁ ndings show that advanced Japanese learners simultaneously perform 
segmentation of speech flow and semantic processing in terms of unit chunks during the 
process of listening comprehension.




















































































































































































































































































































10名を WM 容量小群に，それぞれ配置した。WM 容





































とを示す。WM 容量の主効果（F(1, 18)=1.02, p=.326, 










している。WM 容量の主効果（F(1, 18)=2.37, p=.141, 
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